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Top partners from a new strong sector can be discovered soon, at the 8 TeV LHC, by analyzing their

single production, which exhibits a large enhancement in the cross section compared to the analogous

productions of bottom partners and exotic quarks. We analyze the subsequent decay of the top partners

into a 125 GeV Higgs. This channel proves to be very promising for both the discovery of top partners and

a test of the Higgs sector. For a reference value � ~T ¼ 3 of the Higgs coupling to the top partner, we could

have a discovery (observation) at the 8 TeV LHC, with 30 fb�1, for top partner masses up to 760

(890) GeV. If the LHC and Tevatron excesses near 125 GeV are really due to a composite Higgs,

naturalness arguments demand top partners below�1 TeV. Our results highlight thus that the 8 TeV LHC

already has a large sensitivity on probing the composite Higgs hypothesis. The LHC reach is even wider atffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV. With � ~T ¼ 3 the LHC with 100 fb�1 can observe (at 5�) a Higgs from a top partner decay

for masses of this latter up to ’ 1450 GeV. In the case that the top partner is as light as ’ 500 GeV, the

14 TeV LHC would be sensitive to the measure of the � ~T coupling in basically the full range � ~T > 1

predicted by the theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is a compelling possibility that the LHC [1] and
Tevatron [2] excesses near 125 GeV could be attributed
to a composite Higgs, which is also the pseudo-Goldstone
boson arising from some symmetry breaking of a new
strong sector [3]. In this case, as several studies [4] have
recently shown, naturalness arguments demand top part-
ners lighter than �1 TeV. In this analysis, we will show
that just the top partners, and in particular the partner of the
right-handed top, could be discovered soon at the 8 TeV
LHC,1 by analyzing the channels of their single produc-
tion. These latter, indeed, exhibit a large enhancement in
the cross section, compared to the analogous productions
of bottom and exotic heavy partners [6].

In this study we will perform a first analysis of the decay
to Higgs of a singly produced top partner ( ~T). As pointed
out in Refs. [7–9], because of the strong interactions
among the composite Higgs and the heavy fermions, the
analyses of the Higgs production from the decay of a heavy
partner represent a promising way also to reveal the com-
posite nature of the Higgs. The analysis of single produc-
tion, in particular, allows the measurement of the Higgs
coupling to the heavy fermions and is thus an important
channel to obtain information on the theory behind the
electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) [8].

The analysis we will perform is thus promising to both
discover the top partners and to understand the Higgs
nature. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we
review the effective two-site model that we adopt to study

the phenomenology. In Sec. III we study the prospects of
observing ~T ! ht events at the LHC. We perform a
Monte Carlo simulation of the signal and the main
Standard Model (SM) backgrounds and outline a strategy
to maximize the discovery significance. We discuss the
results obtained and draw our conclusions in Sec. IV.

II. TOP PARTNERS IN ATWO-SITE
EFFECTIVE THEORY

We will work in the framework of an effective theory
that reproduces the low-energy limit of a large set of
composite Higgs models (CHM) [10] and warped extra-
dimensional theories with a custodial symmetry in the bulk
[11]. Specifically, we will adopt a ‘‘two-site’’ description
[12], where two sectors, the weakly coupled sector of the
elementary fields and the composite sector, that comprises
the Higgs, are linearly coupled to each other through mass
mixing terms [13]. This leads to a scenario of partial
compositeness of the SM; after diagonalization, the ele-
mentary/composite basis rotates to the mass eigenstate
one, made of SM and heavy states that are an admixture
of elementary and composite modes.
In particular, we will refer to the same description of

Ref. [14], where composite fermions can be arranged in a 5
of SOð5Þ. This is a minimal model which incorporates the
custodial symmetry and the left-right parity needed for
CHM to pass the electroweak precision tests (EWPT)
[15] and which includes the full set of resonances which
are needed to generate the top-quark mass. (Direct exten-
sions to this description, which include also the resonances
needed to give mass to the bottom, and a different spec-
trum, where composite fermions are in a 10 of SOð5Þ, can

1Similar conclusions have also been reached in the context of
Little Higgs theories [5].
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be found in Ref. [16]. Additional sets of top partners in the
5 or 10 representations of SOð5Þ are present in many other
works as, for example, Refs. [17,18]).

The two building blocks of the model are the elementary
sector and the composite sector. The composite sector has a
SOð4Þ �Uð1ÞX global symmetry, with SOð4Þ � SUð2ÞL �
SUð2ÞR. The particle content of the elementary sector is
that of the SM without the Higgs, and the SUð2ÞL �Uð1ÞY
elementary fields gauge the corresponding global invari-
ance of the strong dynamics, with Y ¼ T3

R þ X. The com-
posite sector comprises the composite Higgs

H ¼ ð2; 2Þ0 ¼ �y
0 �þ

��� �0

" #
; (1)

and the following set of vectorlike composite fermions:

Q¼
�T T5=3

B T2=3

�
¼ð2;2Þ2=3; ~T¼ð1;1Þ2=3: (2)

The quantum numbers of the composite fermions and
the Higgs under SUð2ÞL � SUð2ÞR �Uð1ÞX are those
specified in Eqs. (1) and (2). The Lagrangian that describes
our effective theory is the following [3] (we work in the
gaugeless limit):

L ¼ Lelementary þLcomposite þLmixing (3)

Lelementary ¼ �qLi6@qL þ �tRi6@tR (4)

Lcomposite ¼ Trf �Qði6@�MQ�ÞQg þ Trf �~Tði6@�M ~T�Þ ~Tg
þ 1

2
Trf@�H y@�H g � VðH yH Þ þLYUK

LYUK ¼ Y� Trf �QH g ~T (5)

L mixing ¼ ��L �qLðT; BÞ ��R �tR ~T þ H:c: (6)

where VðH yH Þ is the Higgs potential.LYUK (5) contains
the Yukawa interactions among Higgs and composite fer-
mions, with coupling Y�. As all the couplings among
composites, Y� is assumed to be strong, 1< Y� � 4�,
where 4� marks out the nonperturbative regime. The SM
Yukawa coupling of the top arises through the mixings (6)
of the elementary fields tL and tR to the composite fermions
T and ~T, which in turn couple to the Higgs (5). The two-site
Lagrangian (3) is diagonalized by a field rotation from the
elementary/composite basis to the mass eigenstate basis
[12], that can be conveniently parametrized in terms of the
following mixing parameters:

tan’tR ¼ �R

M ~T�
� sR

cR
; tan’L ¼ �L

MQ�
� sL

cL
: (7)

Here sin’tR (shortly indicated as sR) and sin’L (sL) re-
spectively denote the degree of compositeness of tR and

ðtL; bLÞ. After the diagonalization, the Yukawa Lagrangian
reads

LYUK ¼ þY�sLcRð�tL�y
0
~TR � �bL�

� ~TRÞ
� Y�sRð �T2=3L�0tR þ �T5=3L�

þtRÞ
� Y�cLsRð �TL�

y
0 tR � �BL�

�tRÞ
þ Y�sLsRð�tL�y

0 tR � �bL�
�tRÞ þ H:c:þ � � � ;

(8)

where the dots are for terms of interactions among heavy
fermions which are not relevant for our analysis. Symbols
denoting elementary (composite) fields before the rotation
now indicate the SM (heavy) fields. After the EWSB, the
terms in (8) generate the top-quark mass, mt ¼ vffiffi

2
p Y�sLsR.

As already discussed, this term comes from the tL interac-
tion with its heavy partner T and from the tR interaction
with ~T.
The presence of these top partners is a feature of basi-

cally all the models which address the hierarchy problem
by introducing a new strong sector or a warped extra
dimension. T and ~T play a key role in stabilizing the
Higgs. There is thus a correlation between the Higgs
mass and that of the top partners. As recently shown in
several studies [4], a�125 GeV composite Higgs requires
the presence of at least one of the top partners with a mass
below 1 TeV. Our analysis will be focused on the search for
one of these top partners, the tR partner ~T. There are no
robust constraints from flavor observables that forbid ~T to
be quite lighter than 1 TeV and, as we will discuss in the
next section, the experimental searches put still mild limits
on its mass. On the contrary, a robust minimal-flavor-
violating bound, of about 1 TeV, exists on the T mass.
Indeed, the ðT; BÞ exchange generates an effective coupling
WtRbR that leads to an important contribution to b ! s�
[16]. In the top composite limit top partners as T2=3 or T5=3

can become much lighter than the other strong sector’s
resonances [17]. They might be lighter than 1 TeVas well,
as generally allowed by EWPT and flavor observables
[4,19]. While T and ~T are a general prediction of CHM,
the presence of the exotics T2=3 and T5=3 is purely related to

the custodial symmetry in the strong sector; they could thus
be absent in different CHM.

A. Top partner single production

Heavy fermionic resonances can be singly produced
through their interactions with longitudinal electroweak
bosons and SM quarks (see Fig. 1). These interactions
originate from the Yukawa terms in (8), after the EWSB,
as a consequence of the Yukawa couplings among compo-
sites (5) and the mixing between composite and elementary
fermions (6). Top partner single production can also occur
at leading order (LO) in QCD coupling (see Ref. [5] for a
recent analysis) through the exchange of a W in the t
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channel, qb ! q0 ~T (which is the dominant LO contribu-
tion), or in the s channel, qq0 ! b ~T. Notice that the asso-
ciated W production, qg ! W ~T, is suppressed in CHM,
because gt ~T couplings are forbidden by gauge invariance.
We choose to focus our analysis on the next-to-leading
order (NLO) production in Fig. 1 because its cross section
is higher than the LO one, since the process requires only
initial light quarks and gluons, and, most importantly,
because the presence of the extra b quark in the signal
leads to a very distinctive topology that gives an advantage
to overcome the background.2 Figure 2 shows the cross
sections for the NLO single production of top ( ~T) and
bottom (B) partners at the LHC with

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV andffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 8 TeV. The B heavy bottom, as well as the exotic
T5=3, can only be singly produced from their interaction

with the longitudinal W and the SM top; the couplings
of this interaction, �B ¼ Y�cLsR, �T5=3 ¼ Y�sR, can be

directly read from the Yukawa Lagrangian (8). The B
(and the T5=3) production is thus accompanied by the

exchange of a top. On the other hand, the ~T single produc-
tion can proceed through the interaction with a WL and a
bottom, with coupling (8)

� ~T ¼ Y�sLcR: (9)

Because of the exchange of the bottom instead of the top,
the ~T single production has a much higher (about four to
five times) cross section than that of the B (and T5=3) single

production, as clearly shown by Fig. 2. Top partners could
thus represent, also considering the naturalness argument,
the first type of heavy fermions to be observed at the LHC,
through their single production.

In Fig. 2 we consider both the heavy fermions’ charges.
Notice that, due to the different content of the up and down
partons in the proton, the cross section for the single

production of ~T is roughly two times that for �~T. In our
analysis we will exploit mainly kinematic cuts and we will

not make use of this charge asymmetry. Anyway it could
represent a promising variable to discriminate between
signal and background. In this analysis we will focus on
the ~T single production and on its subsequent decay into
the composite Higgs, pp ! ð ~T ! htÞbþ X. We will also
consider the leptonic decay of the top and the decay of the
Higgs into a b �b pair, with the same branching ratio of that
of a SM Higgs of 125 GeV.3 Notice that the same process,
with the exchange of the intermediate WL and the bottom,
does not occur for the T and the T2=3 top partners, that, at

LO, do not interact with WL and b [see Eq. (8)]. Their
single production, as for the B and the T5=3, is accompanied

by the exchange of a top and is thus lower than that of ~T.
The interactions beyond the SM which are relevant for our
analysis can be restricted to the following terms:

L ~T;h¼ �~Tði6@�m ~TÞ ~Tþ
1

2
Trf@�H y@�H g

�VðH yH ÞþY�sLcRð�tL�y
0
~TR� �bL�

� ~TRÞþH:c:

(10)

The ~T branching ratios (BR) are essentially fixed
by the equivalence theorem to be BRð ~T ! WLbÞ ’ 0:50,
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FIG. 2 (color online). Cross section values for the single
production of top (black curves) and bottom (light curves)
partners. We summed over the single production of ~TðBÞ and
�~Tð �BÞ at the LHC with

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV (continuous lines) andffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 8 TeV (dotted lines). We set the � ~T and the �B coupling
to the reference value � ¼ 3; cross sections scale with � as �2.

FIG. 1 (color online). Feynman diagram for the main contri-
bution to the single production of top and bottom partners.

2The extra b quark in the signal is emitted, for the almost total
part of the events, in the central region j�bj< 2:5 (see Fig. 4).
Moreover, the set of cuts we will impose tends to select a very
energetic final state and, as a consequence, a b quark at high pT .
These aspects ensure the reliability of QCD perturbation theory,
avoiding the large logs in the region where b is collinear with the
incoming proton.

3In the case that the composite Higgs is an approximate
Goldstone boson (a scenario which is preferred by EWPT, flavor
and naturalness arguments), its branching ratios are modified
with respect to the SM. The modification mainly depends on the
value of the Higgs decay constant f. However, except for
particular values of f, f2 � 2v2, for which the Higgs might
become fermiophobic, the H ! b �b branching ratio is very close
to the SM one (see Ref. [20] and in particular Fig. 2 in it for more
details).
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BRð ~T ! ZLtÞ ’ BRð ~T ! htÞ ’ 0:25. The rates for the ~T
decays and single production depend quadratically on the
vertex (9), � ~T ¼ Y�sLcR, which can be directly read from
the Lagrangian (10). We remind that Y� represents the
Yukawa coupling among composite states [see Eq. (5)]
and it is assumed to be large.

Despite that we are referring to a specific composite
Higgs model, our analysis could be easily extended to
other scenarios, considering that it depends on just two
parameters (once we fix the Higgs mass and the h ! b �b
branching ratio): � ~T , m ~T .

As already said, a ~T top partner, which can be singly
produced, is present in a wide class of models with a new
strong sector or a warped extra dimension (see, for ex-
ample, the studies in Ref. [21], in the context of Little
Higgs theories). Moreover, if we consider different repre-
sentations for composite fermions, other top partners,
which can be singly produced as the ~T, could also be
present. An example of this is the ~T0, which appears in a
10 of SOð5Þ [8,16–18], and which is expected to be even
lighter than the ~T.

At the end we will analyze the LHC sensitivity on the
ð ~T ! htÞbþ jets channel in the ðm ~T; � ~TÞ parameter space.
We now fix � ~T ¼ 3 and we consider several ~T mass values.
� ~T ¼ 3 could be realized, for example, if we have a
Yukawa coupling Y� � 3 (which is a very plausible value,
given the assumption of large couplings among compo-
sites, 1< Y� � 4�) and a left-handed top with a large
degree of compositeness, sL � 1 (which implies cR � 1).4

We consider a quite wide ~T mass range, m ~T � 400 GeV.
The strongest lower bound on m ~T , that comes from the
LHC data at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 7 TeV, is indeed of about 420 GeV. We
derive this constraint from the study in Ref. [22], which
presents a search for pair production of top primes decay-
ing predominantly into Wb, by considering a value
BRð ~T ! WbÞ ¼ 0:5 instead of BRð ~T ! WbÞ ¼ 1.

In the range of masses we will consider and for the
reference value � ~T ¼ 3 we have

BR ð ~T ! htÞ ’ 0:25 �ð ~TÞ=m ~T ’ 0:17: (11)

III. ANALYSIS

In this section we discuss the prospects of observing the
process pp ! ð ~T ! ðh ! bbÞtÞbþ X at the LHC. We
consider the leptonic decay of the top. The physical final
state is thus

pp ! l	 þ njetsþ 6ET: (12)

We will present a simple parton-level analysis aimed at
assessing the LHC discovery reach. We consider two
center-of-mass energies:

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 8 TeV, the energy of the

current phase of data taking; and
ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV, the design
energy that will be reached in the next phase of operation
of the LHC. Our selection strategy does not depend, how-
ever, on the value of the collider energy. This is because we
will apply a set of cuts which exploit the peculiar kinemat-
ics of the signal, and a change in the collider energy mainly
implies a rescaling of the production cross sections of
signal and background via the parton luminosities, without
affecting the kinematic distributions.

A. Monte Carlo simulation of signal and background

We simulate the signal by using MadGraph v4 [23],
after implementing the two-site model with Feynrules
[24], while for the background we make use of both
MadGraph and ALPGEN [25]. In our parton-level analysis
jets are identified with the quarks and gluons from the hard
scattering. If two quarks or gluons are closer than the
separation �R ¼ 0:4, they are merged into a single jet
whose 4-momentum is the vectorial sum of the original
momenta. We require that the jets and the leptons satisfy
the following set of acceptance and isolation cuts:

pTj � 30 GeV j�jj 
 5 �Rjj � 0:4

pTl � 20 GeV j�lj 
 2:5 �Rjl � 0:4: (13)

Here pTj (pTl) and �j (�l) are respectively the jet (lepton)

transverse momentum and pseudorapidity, and �Rjj, �Rjl

denote the jet-jet and jet-lepton separations.
Detector effects are roughly accounted for by perform-

ing a simple Gaussian smearing on the jet energy and

momentum absolute value with �E=E¼100%=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E=GeV

p
,

and on the jet momentum direction using an angle resolu-
tion �� ¼ 0:05 radians and �� ¼ 0:04. Moreover, the
missing energy 6ET of each event has been computed by

including a Gaussian resolution �ð6ETÞ¼a�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

iE
i
T=GeV

q
,

where
P

iE
i
T is the scalar sum of the transverse energies of

all the reconstructed objects (electrons, muons and jets).
We choose a ¼ 0:49.5 After applying the acceptance and
isolation cuts (13) to the signal, we find a fraction of signal
events with four reconstructed jets in the final state (where
jet is either a light jet or a b jet) of about 0.4. The signal
events with 4j are mainly constituted by events where one
of the final five jets is soft, with pTj < 30 GeV, and does

not pass the cuts in (13).6 Because this fraction is signifi-
cant and wewould want to preserve it, we will select events

4The scenario of a fully composite left-handed top, sL ¼ 1,
could account for the heaviness of the top quark and is allowed
by EWPT [19].

5This numerical value, as well as the b-tagging efficiency and
rejection rate and the resolution parameters considered in the jet
smearing, have been chosen according to the performance of the
ATLAS detector [26].

6The fraction of signal events where one jet is a ‘‘fat’’ jet,
resulting from the merging of the b �b pair from the Higgs,
increases with larger ~T masses, because the Higgs is more
boosted in this case, but is not so relevant (it is about 0.07 for
a 1 TeV ~T); sophisticated techniques of tagging boosted object
could not be useful in this case.
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with at least four jets passing the cuts in (13) and
exactly one lepton from the leptonic decay of the top
quark. We further require the b tagging of at least two
b jets.

pp! l	þnjetsþ 6ET; n�4; At least2btag; (14)

where all objects must satisfy the acceptance and isolation
cuts of Eq. (13).

The largest SM background after the event selection of
Eq. (14) is the irreducible background WWbbþ jets,
which includes the resonant subprocesses Wtbþ jets
(single top) and t�tþ jets. The latter, in particular, gives
the largest contribution. Another background which will
turn out to be relevant after imposing our full set of kine-
matic cuts isWbbþ jets. The backgroundW þ jets, where
at least two of the light jets are mistagged as b jets, will
turn out to be negligible after imposing our set of cuts.

We estimate the efficiency of tagging at least two b jets
by considering binomial distributions with "b ¼ 0:6 being
the efficiency of the b tag, and �b ¼ 0:01 the probability of
mistagging a light jet as a b jet; we also require the jet to be
in the central region (j�jj< 2:5) as a condition for the b

tag. We find efficiencies of about 0.81 for the signal events
(which have typically four central b quarks), of about 0.35
for the WWbbþ jets and the Wbbþ jets backgrounds
(with typically two central b quarks) and of about
4� 10�4 for the W þ jets background.

We have simulated the WWbb events by using
MadGraph, while the other backgrounds are generated
with ALPGEN.7 For simplicity, in our analysis we include
all the samples with increasing multiplicity of light jets in
the final state. This is a redundant procedure which could
lead to a double counting of kinematic configurations. A
correct procedure would be resumming soft and collinear
emissions by means of a parton shower, and adopting some
matching technique to avoid double counting. However,
retaining all the W þ njets samples, we expect to obtain a
conservative estimate of the background. Moreover some
of the cuts we will impose tend to suppress the events with
a larger number of jets and thus to reduce the amount of
double counting.

B. Reconstruction of the top partner
and of the Higgs resonances

We are focusing our analysis on the channel pp !
ð ~T ! ðh ! bbÞtÞbþ X. The physical final state is that in
Eq. (12).

We have n � 4 jets in the final state. Two of these jets
should not come from ~T, as one is the light jet from the
initial parton that emits the intermediateW, the other is the
b jet coming from the initial gluon (Fig. 1). In order to
reconstruct the ~T resonances and the intermediate final
state ~Tjb (see Fig. 1), we need to tag these two jets.
As a first step we can easily tag the light jet of the ~Tjb

final state. We can do this by considering that this jet tends
to be emitted at very high rapidity. As also discussed in
Refs. [6,8] and first found in Ref. [27], the intermediateW
tends to carry only a small fraction of the initial parton
energy, in order to maximize its propagator. At the same
time, it must have enough energy to produce the heavy
top. Thus, the quark in the final state that originates from
the parton emitting the W has a high energy and a small
transverse momentum (we find a ratio of about 10 be-
tween the quark energy and the quark transverse momen-
tum). This results in a final light jet with high rapidity,
j�j * 2. This is a peculiarity of the topology of the signal
that we exploit to reconstruct the ~T resonance and that we
will also further exploit to discriminate between the sig-
nal and the background. We check from the Monte Carlo
simulation that the light jet in the signal represents the jet
with the highest rapidity in about 70–80% of the cases.
The fraction is 0.71 for m ~T ¼ 0:4 TeV and grows up to
0.78 for a ~T of 1 TeV. We thus tag the light jet in ~Tjb, by
assuming that it coincides with the jet with the highest
rapidity.
We thus proceed to tag the top and its decay products.

The procedure we adopt requires the reconstruction of
the momentum of the neutrino. The transverse momen-
tum of the neutrino can be reconstructed from the trans-
verse missing momentum; this latter can be estimated,
considering a pTOT

T ¼ 0 hypothesis, as pmiss
T ¼ �P

pT ,
where

P
pT is the sum over the pT of all the detected final

states. Once we have estimated the neutrino transverse
momentum, we can derive the neutrino longitudinal mo-
mentum, pz, by requiring that the neutrino and the lepton
reconstruct an on-mass-shell W, Ml	 ¼ 80:4 GeV. The
condition

ðEl þ E	Þ2 � ðpl
x þ p	

x Þ2
� ðpl

y þ p	
y Þ2 � ðpl

z þ p	
z Þ2 ¼ M2

W (15)

gives two solutions for p	
z . We find that in ’ 20% of the

events, both for the signal and the background, Eq. (15)
has imaginary solutions (this corresponds to the case of a
quite off-shell leptonically decayed W). In this case we
decide to reject the event. Our neutrino reconstruction
procedure has, therefore, an efficiency of about 80%.
Once we have reconstructed the momentum of the neu-
trino, we want to reconstruct the top which is in our signal
and to tag the jet associated to its decay. To do this, we
first reconstruct the leptonically decayed W and then we
consider all the possibleWj combinations between theW

7The factorization and renormalization scales have been set to

be equal and chosen as follows: Q ¼ m ~T=4 for the signal; Q ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2

W þP
jp

2
Tj

q
forWWbbþ jets; Q ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2

W þ p2
TW

q
forWbbþ

jets and W þ jets.
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and the jets in the final state, with the exception of
the previously tagged light jet. In each event we have
twoW ! l	 candidates, one for each of the two solutions
of the neutrino longitudinal momentum, Eq. (15). The
Wj pair that gives the MWj invariant mass closest to the

top mass, mt ¼ 174 GeV, is selected as the pair coming
from the decay of the top. Notice that this procedure
allows, as a bonus, to fully reconstruct the neutrino. The
top 4-momentum is then reconstructed by summing on
the 4-momentum of the W and the jet that form the
selected pair. We require the invariant mass of the re-
constructed top to be in a range [160 GeV, 190 GeV];
this condition reduces theWbbþ jets background, which
does not contain a real top; on the contrary, it does not
affect the WWbb background and, most importantly, the
signal.

At this point the not-yet-tagged final jets are those
coming from the Higgs and the b jet of the ~Tjb final state.

This latter, similarly to the tagged light jet, tends to be
emitted at a much higher rapidity than those of the jets
from the Higgs. We thus select the jet with the highest
rapidity, among all the not-yet-tagged final jets, as the b jet
of the ~Tjb final state.

The Higgs can be thus easily reconstructed by con-
sidering all of the remaining jets as its constituents.
The heavy top is finally reconstructed by summing on
the 4-momentum of the reconstructed Higgs and top
particles.

The reconstruction of the ~T and Higgs resonance is
crucial for the discovery of such particles and to obtain
an estimated value of their masses. The reconstruction of
the intermediate final state ~Tjb is also very useful to design
a strategy for the reduction of the background.

C. Event selection

In Table I we report the value of the cross section for
the signal and the main SM backgrounds after the
selection (14) based on the acceptance and isolation
cuts of Eq. (13) and the b-tag efficiencies, and after
the neutrino and top reconstruction, for

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 8 TeV
and

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV.
One can see that at this stage the background domi-

nates by far over the signal. We can however exploit the
peculiar kinematics of the signal to perform a set of cuts
that reduce the background to a much smaller level. One
of the peculiarities of the signal is the presence of the
heavy fermionic resonance among the intermediate final
states. Its production requires the exchange of a large
amount of energy and leads to very energetic final states.
We find very effective applying a cut on the invariant
mass of all the ~Tjb particles in the intermediate final
state as well as a cut on the transverse momentum of the
hardest final jet. We will also apply a cut on the pT of
the reconstructed top and of the reconstructed Higgs.
The other important characteristic of the signal topology,

as already discussed, is the presence of a very energetic
final jet, the tagged light jet in the ~Tjb final state, which
is emitted at very high rapidity. We exploit this feature
by imposing a cut on the energy and on the rapidity of
the tagged light jet. Further conditions are imposed on
the rapidity of the tagged b jet, which is also emitted at
quite high rapidity, and on the �R separations between
the tagged b jet and the tagged light jet, �Rðj� bÞ, and
between the tagged b jet and the reconstructed Higgs,
�Rðh� bÞ. These �R’s are much larger in the signal
than in the background. In particular, �Rðb� hÞ is quite
small for the main background t�tþ jets, where the re-
construction procedure of Sec. III B tends to select a W
(from the hadronic decay of the other nontagged top) as
the Higgs; as a consequence, in the majority of the t�tþ
jets events the reconstructed Higgs and the tagged b jet
are close to each other, because they both come from the
decay of a top.
We show in Fig. 3 the invariant mass of the system ~Tjb,

M ~Tjb, and the pT distributions of the hardest jet [jð1Þ], of
the reconstructed top and of the reconstructed Higgs. In
Fig. 4 we show the j�j distributions of the tagged light jet
and of the tagged b jet. In Fig. 5 we report the distributions
of the �R separations between the tagged b jet and the
tagged light jet and between the tagged b jet and the
reconstructed Higgs. We show the distributions (normal-
ized to unit area) for the total background and for the signal
referred to different ~T mass values.
As expected, the signal from the highest ~T mass values

has ever more energetic final particles; especially the dis-
tributions of pTjð1Þ and of M ~Tjb shift on larger values for

heavier m ~T .

TABLE I. Cross sections, in fb, for the signal (with � ~T ¼ 3)
and the main backgrounds after the selection (14) based on the
acceptance cuts of Eq. (13) and the b tag efficiencies and after
the reconstruction of the neutrino and of the top quark, for

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼
8 TeV and

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV.

LHC 8 TeV LHC 14 TeV

Acceptance Top reco Acceptance Top reco

m ~T ¼ 0:4 TeV 97.4 71.5 434 317

m ~T ¼ 0:6 TeV 16.8 11.8 94.5 65.4

m ~T ¼ 0:8 TeV 3.89 2.65 26.5 17.8

m ~T ¼ 1:0 TeV 1.11 0.735 8.98 5.91

m ~T ¼ 1:5 TeV 1.02 0.806

WWbb 3510 2490 16 700 11 000

WWbbj 2160 1590 10 600 7790

WWbbjj 800 572 4640 3210

Wbbjj 137 63.5 573 247

Wbb3j 52.9 26.3 324 150

W4j 11.2 5.19 38.4 16.5

W5j 4.42 2.23 18.7 8.61

Total

Background 6680 4750 33 000 22 400
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We find a set of optimized cuts that minimizes the
integrated luminosity needed for a 5� discovery of the
signal with m ~T ¼ 400 GeV. In the cases of higher ~T
masses we will refine in a second step the cuts on M ~Tjb,

on pTjð1Þ and on the top and the Higgs pT’s. We define the

discovery luminosity to be the integrated luminosity for
which a goodness-of-fit test of the SM-only hypothesis
with Poisson distribution gives a pvalue ¼ 2:85� 10�7,
which corresponds to a 5� significance in the limit of a
Gaussian distribution.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Differential distributions after the neutrino and top reconstruction, for
ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 8 TeV. Upper left plot: Invariant
mass of the system ~Tjb. Upper right plot: pT of the hardest jet. Lower left plot: pT of the reconstructed top. Lower right plot: pT of the
reconstructed Higgs. The continuous lines show the signal at different ~T mass values (0.4 TeV, gray line; 0.6 TeV, black line; and
0.8 TeV, light-gray line); the dashed (red) line shows the total background. All the curves have been normalized to unit area. The
vertical lines indicate the values of the optimized cuts (16).
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FIG. 4 (color online). Differential distribution of the rapidity of the tagged light jet (left plot) and of the tagged b jet (right plot), after
the neutrino and top reconstruction, for

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 8 TeV. The vertical lines indicate the values of the optimized cuts (16).
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The optimized cuts (see Figs. 3–5) are

M ~Tjb > 900 GeV pTjð1Þ> 100 GeV

pT top> 90 GeV pTh > 90 GeV

j�jj> 2:1 j�bj> 0:9

�Rðj� bÞ> 2 �Rðh� bÞ> 1:8

EðjÞ> 230 GeV Mh�j < 70 GeV: (16)

The cut on the energy of the tagged light jet, EðjÞ, is also
useful to avoid possible conflicts with the jets from initial
state radiation; Mh�j represents the invariant mass of the

objects which form the reconstructed Higgs, from which
the most energetic jet (among them) is subtracted. The cut
on Mh�j reduces particularly the backgrounds with more

than five jets in the final state.
After the optimized cuts the background is substantially

reduced. At this stage, if we plot the invariant mass of the
reconstructed Higgs versus the invariant mass of the re-
constructed ~T, for background and signal events, we can
clearly distinguish the excess of events in correspondence
of the top partner and of the Higgs resonances. Once we
can recognize these resonances we can also refine the
analysis by imposing a cut on M ~T and on Mh. We require
Mh to be comprised in the region [100 GeV, 150 GeV] and
M ~T to be in a region of	2�ð ~TÞ from the ~T mass value. We
also refine the cut onM ~Tjb and on the pT of the hardest jet,

of the top and of the Higgs, according to the values shown
in Table II.

The final cross sections for the signal and the main
backgrounds, after imposing the optimized cuts of
Eq. (16) plus the refined cuts of Table II and the conditions
onMh (to be in the region [100 GeV, 150 GeV]) and onM ~T

[to be in a region of 	2�ð ~TÞ from the ~T mass value], are
reported in Table III for

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 8 TeV and
ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV.
The values of the corresponding discovery luminosity are
shown in Table IV. We do not report the W þ jets

background, which is negligible at this stage. For the
background, we indicate in parenthesis the 1� statistical
error on the cross section; for the signal, the statistical error
is negligible, compared to that of the background, and we
do not report it. Statistical errors on the cross sections are
computed by assuming a Poisson distribution for the num-
ber of events that pass the cuts.8 In order to obtain a
conservative estimate of the discovery luminosity, we
consider the central value plus 1� as the value of the
background cross section.

D. Discovery reach on the ðm ~T; � ~TÞ plane
All the numbers shown in Tables III and IV hold for a

fixed coupling � ~T ¼ 3. As also discussed in Ref. [8], it is
particularly interesting to study the dependence of our
results on the coupling � ~T ; this, indeed, could give us an
estimate of the LHC sensitivity to measure the Higgs (and
electroweak bosons) coupling to the top partner, for differ-
ent masses of this latter, and, consequently, to obtain
information on the mechanism behind the EWSB. We
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FIG. 5 (color online). Differential distributions of the �R separations between the tagged b jet and the reconstructed Higgs (left plot)
and between the tagged b jet and the tagged light jet (right plot), after the neutrino and top reconstruction, for

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 8 TeV. The
vertical lines indicate the values of the optimized cuts (16).

8We calculate the cross section after the application of a cut as

� ¼ n

L
;

where n is the number of simulated events that pass the cut and L
is the integrated luminosity reached in the simulation. Given the
observed number of events, n, the true value of the number of
events passing the cut, �, follows a Poisson distribution:

fð�jnÞ ¼ �e��

n!
:

The variance associated with � is Var½�� ¼ nþ 1. We thus
associate to the cross section a variance:

Var ½�� ¼ nþ 1

L2
:

When we sum over different cross section values, the error is
summed in quadrature.
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can generalize our results to different � ~T values, by simply
considering that the production cross section scales with
�2

~T
. It is thus possible to estimate how the LHC discovery

reach varies with � ~T by simply rescaling the numbers in
Table III to take into account the change in the production
cross section. The result is reported in Fig. 6. The two plots
show the region in the plane ðm ~T; � ~TÞwhere a 5� discovery
is possible for the LHC at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 8 TeV with L ¼ 30 fb�1

and L ¼ 15 fb�1 (upper plot), and at
ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV with
L ¼ 50, 100, 300 fb�1 (lower plot).

IV. DISCUSSION

Our results are summarized by Fig. 6. They show that, for
a reference value � ~T ¼ 3 of the Higgs coupling to the top
partner ~T, the 8 TeV LHC with 30 fb�1 can discover
the singly produced top partner in the channel pp !
ð ~T ! ðh ! bbÞtÞbþ X if the top partner has a mass up
to 760 GeV (while an observation is possible for
m ~T & 890 GeV). If the LHC and Tevatron excesses near
125 GeV are really due to a composite Higgs, naturalness
arguments demand top partners below�1 TeV. Our results
highlight thus that the 8 TeV LHC already has a large
sensitivity on probing the composite Higgs hypothesis.

The LHC reach is even wider at
ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV. With
� ~T ¼ 3, the LHC with 100 fb�1 can observe (at 5�) a
Higgs from a top partner decay for masses of this latter
up to ’ 1450 GeV; in the case that the top partner is as
light as ’ 500 GeV, the 14 TeV LHC would be sensitive to
the measure of the � ~T coupling in basically the full range
� ~T > 1 predicted by the theory.
The single production of the top partner is thus a very

promising channel to observe the Higgs and to test its

TABLE II. Refined cuts, in TeV, for different ~T mass values
(first column).

m ~T (TeV) M ~Tjb pT jð1Þ pT top pT h

0.4 0.9 0.10 0.09 0.09

0.6 1.2 0.16 0.13 0.13

0.8 1.4 0.19 0.17 0.17

1.0 1.7 0.25 0.23 0.23

1.5 2.1 0.32 0.27 0.27

TABLE III. Cross sections, in fb, at
ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 8 TeV (upper table)
and at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV (lower table) for the signal (with � ~T ¼ 3)
and the main backgrounds after imposing the optimized cuts of
Eq. (16) plus the refined cuts of Table II and the restrictions:
Mh 2 ½100 GeV; 150 GeV�, M ~T 2 m ~T 	 2�ð ~TÞ. For the back-
ground, we indicate in parenthesis the 1� statistical error on the
cross section.

LHC 8 TeV Signal WWbbþ jets Wbbþ jets TOT Bckg

m ~T ¼ 0:4 TeV 3.67 3.0(1) 0.10(1) 3.1(1)

m ~T ¼ 0:6 TeV 0.865 0.22(3) 0.033(5) 0.25(8)

m ~T ¼ 0:8 TeV 0.270 0.03(1) 0.015(4) 0.04(1)

m ~T ¼ 1:0 TeV 0.060 0.007(7) 0.006(2) 0.013(8)

LHC 14 TeV Signal WWbbþ jets Wbbþ jets TOT Bckg

m ~T ¼ 0:4 TeV 20.5 23(1) 0.79(4) 25(1)

m ~T ¼ 0:6 TeV 6.46 2.3(3) 0.32(3) 2.7(3)

m ~T ¼ 0:8 TeV 2.44 0.3(1) 0.15(2) 0.4(1)

m ~T ¼ 1:0 TeV 0.721 0.02(3) 0.06(1) 0.08(3)

m ~T ¼ 1:5 TeV 0.066 0.00(1) 0.004(4) 0.00(1)

TABLE IV. Value of the integrated luminosity required for a
5� discovery, for

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 8 TeV (upper table) and
ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV
(lower table).

LHC
ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 8 TeV m ~T [TeV]

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Ldisc [fb
�1] 7.8 17 40 260

LHC
ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV m ~T [TeV]

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.5

Ldisc [fb
�1] 2.0 2.9 4.7 13 150
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FIG. 6 (color online). LHC discovery reach in the plane
ðm ~T; � ~TÞ for the signal pp ! ð ~T ! ðh ! bbÞtÞbþ X. Upper
plot: LHC at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 8 TeV; the blue area shows the region where
a discovery of the signal is possible at 5� with L ¼ 30 fb�1; the
black continuous (dotted) curve defines the region of a 5� (3�)
discovery with 15 ð30Þ fb�1. Lower plot: LHC at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV;
the blue area shows the 5� discovery region with L ¼ 100 fb�1;
the black (red) curve defines the region of a 5� discovery with
50 ð300Þ fb�1.
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possible composite nature. It proves to be a promising
channel for the discovery of the top partner itself.
One could also consider that, since BRð ~T ! htÞ ’
BRð ~T ! ZtÞ, results similar to those obtained in this analy-
sis are expected from the ð ~T ! ðZ ! hadronsÞtÞbþ X
channel if one adopts the strategy outlined here, with a
variation in the cut on the Higgs (Z) invariant mass. Our
results for the discovery of top partners are comparable to
those in Ref. [6], where both the single and double pro-
ductions of bottom and exotic partners are analyzed, and

competitive with those in Refs. [28,29], which have con-
sidered the production of heavy fermions in association
with their SM partners from the decay of a heavy gluon.
Finally, we point out that the top partners considered in

this analysis are a very general prediction of composite
Higgs models and theories with a warped extra dimension;
the argument that they are expected to be lighter than
1 TeV is robust, since it is related to naturalness. This is
not the case for exotic and for (some types of) bottom
partners, that could either be absent or heavier than 1 TeV.
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